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The Exam Paper Will Consist of:  
One written paper which takes 60 minutes. 

 

 

Equipment you will need for the exam: 

Writing pen, pencil, ruler 

 

Topics you should know: 

 
LIVING THINGS 
 

Life Processes 
What do these words describing life processes mean: 
Movement, Reproduction, Sense, Nutrition, Excretion, Respiration, Growth. 
What is meant by ‘An Endangered Species?’ 
Micro-Organisms  
In what conditions do microbes grow quickest? 
Plants 
What is photosynthesis and its equations:    ? + ?  sunlight   ? + ?                                               
What is pollination and how does it happen?  How about fertilisation? What do 
plants need to grow healthily? 
Science Keys 
Can you use a numbered key and a branching key to identify different species? 
Animal Adaptations 
Explaining features that show the ways plants and animals have adaptated to their 
environment? 
Food Chains 
What do all food chains begin with? What does the arrow mean? Can you explain: 
consumer, producer, prey and predator? 

 
MATERIALS 

 
Can you describe and compare everyday materials based on their properties?  
Which are the only four magnetic materials?  What have all metals got in common? 
What is the difference between a solid, a liquid and a gas?  How do they change 
from one form to another? 
Can you describe some common reversible (physical) changes? 
What is an irreversible (chemical) change?  Can you describe some examples and 
provide evidence of change?  
How do you separate solid particles of different sizes?  How do you separate 
insoluble solids from a liquid?  What about separating a dissolved solid from a 
solution? 
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PHYSICAL PROCESSES 
 
Electricity 
Can you draw and label electric circuits?   
Do you know these circuit symbols: 
 Switch,  bulb,  battery,  buzzer,  motor 
What different ways are there of making bulbs brighter or dimmer? 
What is the difference between a Series Circuit and a Parallel Circuit? 
Forces 
Why do objects fall to the ground when dropped? 
What does friction do?  
What force act upwards in water? 
How do you measure forces?  What is the difference between a balanced and an 
unbalanced force?   
What is Air Resistance? 
Light  
Draw light rays to show how we see objects directly and from reflections? 
Where does light come from?  How does it get to your eye?  What causes shadows? 
Can you draw lines to show how an object blocks the light, causing a shadow? 
How can you make a shadows bigger or smaller? 
What is reflection? 
What does luminous mean? 

Sound 
How are sounds made?  How do you change the loudness of a sound?  What about 
changing pitch?  Sound does not always travel through air, what else can it travel 
through? 
In sound - what does a vacuum mean? (not a hoover!) 
Earth in Space 
How long does moon take to orbit Earth?  What about Earth and its orbit of the Sun?  
Why do we have night and day?   
 

DEFINITIONS 

 
You need to be able to explain and spell the meaning of these scientific words: 
 

evaporation     condensation       melting    vacuum      fossil-fuel    coal  
 

 dissolving    solution   magnetic   freeze    fertilisation    sieve    gravity   
 
solvent        solute         mixture       boiling      filter     chemical changes  
 

            thermal and electrical  insulator        physical changes      vibration    circuit     
 
thermal and electrical conductor       permeable     producer    invertebrate 
 

           consumer     predator        prey    microbe     stigma       stamen  chlorophyll 
 
           germination    fertilisation    microbe      micro-organism      luminous 

 
           reflection       orbit      rotation        opaque       translucent    transparent 

 
           00 C  100 0 C   aluminium    graphite    slate   mineral   polystyrene   friction 
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